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Abstract Understanding the interactions of an organism
and its environment is essential for us to integrate ultimate
and proximate causation on a global scale. Organism–
environment interaction includes all organisms including
animals, plants, and non-eukaryotes, etc. because all of them
are responsive to environmental change including those that
are human-induced. A mechanistic approach is important for
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us to understand why some organisms can cope with change
and others cannot. Here, we present three examples of
environments (‘‘the three poles’’) that are changing rapidly
and how avian species typical of these ecosystems are
responding. These examples include apparently adaptive
responses to change in climate (i.e. the predictable environment) in one species in which a lengthened breeding
season now allows multiple breeding attempts. Why other
species are unable to respond in a similar way remains
unclear. A second example describes how changing weather
(i.e. the unpredictable) may have disastrous results for
breeding success in a species adapted to an extreme cold
environment. Implications for climate change in which
weather extremes will become more common again suggest
a mechanistic approach will be important to understand how
organisms may respond. The third example outlines a scenario in which multiple human-induced rapid changes (a
combination of predictable and unpredictable such as
development, habitat change, introduction of invasive species and climate change) may influence indigenous species
in different ways. Organism–environment interaction is a
fundamental concept that may unify ultimate and proximate
causation and point the way for future investigations striving
to understand coping mechanisms in a world where both
predictable and unpredictable components of the environment are changing.
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How organisms respond to a changing environment is an
emerging problem that is becoming a greater focus of basic
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research in the light of global change (reviewed in Visser
2008). Although planet Earth has undergone dramatic
changes in climatic, biological and geophysical conditions,
these have occurred over time spans of millions of years
allowing evolution of mechanisms by which organisms
respond to environmental change such as seasons, day/
night cycles, high tide/low tide, etc. (e.g., Wingfield
2008a, b). Overarching questions include: how do organisms organize their life cycles, time components of those
cycles and synchronize them with other individuals? To do
this, they must respond to internal cues (classical homeostasis) and external cues from both the physical environment and the social environment. Internal, external and
social cues all interact with morphology, physiology and
behavior in complex ways affecting evolution of mechanisms allowing an individual to cope with a changing
world (e.g., Huey et al. 2003; Duckworth 2009). Taken
together, these processes define the bidirectional organism–
environment interaction (O,E) that has been formalized as
follows (after Lewontin 1983; Odling-Smee 1988):
dO
¼ f ðO; EÞ
dt
dE
¼ gðE; OÞ
dt

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

where Eq. 1 captures how changes in the organism (morphological, physiological and behavioral) occur over time
(dO/dt) as a function of environmental changes (e.g., daily
rhythms, tidal rhythms, lunar cycles, annual cycles and
seasons) as well as homeostatic changes within the
organism. Equation 2 describes the feedback established in
Eq. 1 and highlights how changes to selective environments (dE/dt) can be altered by an organism’s response to
changes in the environment.
It is useful to pause and consider this simple coupled
relationship because it addresses the origin and evolution
of coping strategies, but it is also useful for considering
proximate causation—the mechanisms underlying how
organisms respond to external environmental cues with
internal change. At this point, it is relevant to think about
ways in which organism–environment interaction might
work in naturalistic settings.
At a mechanistic level, for organism–environment
interaction to operate an individual must first perceive the
environment and thus assess changes in conditions, then
transduce that information into a neural and/or hormonal
response that finally regulates the morphological, physiological and behavioral responses. In general, the perception
of environmental conditions involves two major processes
(de Wilde 1978; Wingfield et al. 1998; Fig. 1):
1.

A direct response of a cell to environmental conditions
(such as temperature, osmotic change, etc.) that does
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Fig. 1 Pathways by which proximate information from the environment are transduced into effects on physiology, morphology and
behavior can be summarized in two major categories. Direct effects of
environmental conditions can affect cells and their responses without
being mediated through neural and hormonal cascades. Indirect, or
signalized, effects require sensory perception, neural transduction and
finally neuroendocrine and endocrine cascades. Drawn from de Wilde
(1978)

2.

not involve neural or hormonal input. Examples are
response of mucosal cells in the gut to gastro-intestinal
tract contents (e.g., pH), a chloride cell in the gill of a
fish to osmolarity of water, etc.
An indirect response in which the environmental
stimulus is perceived through some sensory modality,
transduced through central nervous centers into neuroendocrine and endocrine cascades that regulate the
response. This was termed by de Wilde (1978) a
‘‘signalized response’’ (Fig. 1).

Environmental cues are extremely diverse involving all
aspects of daily, tidal and seasonal changes of conditions.
How these cues influence organism–environment interaction can be summarized in two major groups (Fig. 2).
Firstly, there is the group of those which provide predictive
information to allow regulated changes in morphology
physiology and behavior in anticipation of future events
such as breeding, migration, molt, etc. For example,
environmental cues such as changing daylength can be
used to initiate gonadal maturation so that the individual is
able to begin breeding once environmental conditions
become conducive to successful reproduction. This type of
cue is called initial predictive (e.g., Wingfield 2008a, b;
Wingfield and Kenagy 1991). Then, local predictive cues
such as temperature, rainfall, and food availability regulate
adjustment of onset of breeding to the immediate environmental conditions. Secondly, an individual must
respond to unpredictable environmental perturbations that
require physiological and behavioral responses during and
after the event (Fig. 2). This may involve triggering an
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Fig. 2 Environmental change (and the information that can be
obtained from that change) can be summarized in two major ways.
Firstly, predictable environmental changes such as light/dark cycles
of day and night, tidal rhythms, seasons, allow an individual to
anticipate future events such as breeding seasons and prepare
morphologically, physiologically and behaviorally. In contrast,
unpredictable perturbations of the environment must be dealt with
on a facultative basis during and after the event. The mechanisms
underlying these two types of organism–environment interaction are
fundamentally different and highly pertinent to current problems of
how organisms respond to global change. From Wingfield (2008a)

emergency life history stage resulting in abandonment of
the life history stage of the predictable life cycle (e.g.,
breeding) and survival of the perturbation. Once the perturbation passes, then the life history stage relevant to that
time of year will be assumed (e.g., Wingfield et al. 1998;
Wingfield and Ramenofsky 1997; Wingfield 2003).
Using environmental cues as predictive information to
prepare for different life history events, the immediate
response to unpredictable perturbations involves fundamentally different processes underlying organism–environment interaction with profound implications for
mechanisms of perception, transduction and responses.
Much more basic research is needed to understand the
mechanisms by which organism–environment interaction
works, but what has been lacking is a theoretical framework relevant for at least vertebrates in diverse ecosystems
globally (e.g., Wingfield 2005, 2008a, b; McNamara and
Houston 2009). This is even more urgent at present because
of human-induced rapid environmental change.
It is very well known that phenological processes such
as plant growth, emergence of arthropods and migrations
and breeding seasons of many vertebrates are changing
owing to human-induced global effects (Thomas and
Lennon 1999; Pulido et al. 2001; Both and Visser 2001;
Walther et al. 2002; Visser and Holleman 2001; Lehikoinen et al. 2006; Barbraud and Weimerskirch 2006; Møller
et al. 2008; Moe et al. 2009). Responses of species and
populations to these changes are complex and difficult to
predict. Furthermore, those species that appear unable to
adjust to global change are declining (Møller et al. 2008),
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emphasizing why we need to better understand organism–
environment interaction. These effects are ongoing and the
outcome for biodiversity, at the population level and for
coping mechanisms, remains unknown. Biological trends
worldwide, including polar regions, are matching climate
change predictions (Parmesan and Yohe 2003). Moreover,
behavioral patterns of individuals that change with season
and social status may also be profoundly affected by
changing environments, although exactly why and how
remains unclear. However, why some avian species, for
example, are able to adjust to such changes but others are
not remains an enigma (e.g., Wingfield 2008a). In the latter
case, food available for feeding young (such as invertebrates) has been changing (generally occurring earlier), but
reproductive development and onset of breeding has not
adjusted resulting in a mismatch of young in the nest and
peak food availability (e.g., Visser et al. 1998). Such
mismatches of organism–environment interaction will
potentially result in greatly reduced reproductive success
and population declines.
Some predicted outcomes of global change (Travis
2003) on organism–environment interaction and the life
cycles of organisms include:
1.

2.

Life history stages such as breeding are occurring
earlier and later (longer duration), but what consequences this has for the timing and duration of other
life history stages such as migrations, molts, etc.
remains largely unknown (Wingfield 2008a).
Increased extremes of weather are disrupting many life
history stages.

Populations are changing their distribution of both
breeding and non-breeding ranges, migration stopover
sites, etc.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Increasing competition with other species not encountered before either as invasive species introduced by
humans, or as new species contacted through changed
geographical distribution.
Changes in predator density, encounters with new
predators as ranges change (of both predators and
prey).
New pathogens may be encountered either introduced
by invasive species or from expanding ranges.
Human disturbance through urbanization, exploitation
of resources, habitat reduction, pollution and even
recreation activities (e.g., Nisbet 2000; Walker et al.
2005) increasingly changes organism–environment
interaction in ways that are usually detrimental.

One thing that is clear from the predicted outcomes of
global changed outlined above is that although some
organisms are able to adjust and even thrive, many cannot and their populations decline (Møller et al. 2008).
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The Snow Bunting, Plectrophenax nivalis, is a holoarctic,
high-latitude breeding songbird that we have studied
intensively at Barrow, Alaska (71°N; e.g., Wingfield et al.
1994; Romero et al. 1998a, b; Lynn et al. 2005). It is a
socially monogamous species utilizing cavities in rocks,
buildings, etc. to place the nests (Tinbergen 1939; Lyon
and Montgomerie 1995; Fig. 3). In the higher Arctic

regions, the breeding season is brief such that it is mostly,
if not exclusively, single-brooded, at least in North
America (Lyon and Montgomerie 1985, 1995: Hoset et al.
2004), Second broods have also been recorded in Greenland (Tinbergen 1939), in the high Arctic island of Svalbard (circa 76–80°N) probably because the warming effect
of the Gulf Stream influences the length of the summer
season even at this high latitude, and at lower latitudes such
as northern Scotland (Smith and Marquiss 1995). During
the breeding season of 2002 at Barrow, the earliest snow
melt on record to that date was recorded, essentially prolonging the potential breeding season. Indeed, snow melt
dates have been occurring earlier over at least the past
20 years (Stone et al. 2001, 2002). Of about 35 nesting
females (all color-banded for individual identification), we
confirmed (B. Miner and S.E. Lynn) that 5 (14%) initiated
a second brood after successfully raising the first brood.
We also observed 3 other late nests of females with
unknown histories. These late season nests hatched
between July 10 and July 19, and fledging dates ranged
between July 25 and August 1. Post-nuptial (pre-basic)
molt begins in July (Lyon and Montgomerie 1995) suggesting that double-brooding in this species was associated
with an unusually early spring rather than delaying termination of the breeding season. Because Snow Buntings
readily use nest boxes and cavities, etc., in buildings
(Fig. 3), we feel that early breeding is not constrained by

Fig. 3 Snow Buntings, Plectrophenax nivalis (a), arrive in April and
May when snow cover (b) may still be 100% and frequently covering
natural nest sites. Because Snow Buntings breeding at Barrow,
Alaska, readily utilize nest sites of human origin such as nest boxes,

cavities in buildings (c), discarded equipment and even old oil barrels
(d), they are not constrained by waiting for nest sites to be become
snow-free allowing them to breed early if food resources permit. All
photographs by Wingfield

A mechanistic approach to organism–environment interaction is clearly needed to tease apart the reasons why some
species may cope with global change and others may not.
Here, we present three examples that underscore what we
know, and equally importantly, what we need to know to
understand coping strategies. We focus on three examples
from polar regions because these are generally changing the
most rapidly and intensely (Chapin et al. 1992), although
changes in the tropics have had the greatest effects on
biodiversity, possibly because tropical organisms may be
less flexible in adjusting to environmental change (e.g.,
Huey et al. 2009; Dillon et al. 2010). The arctic examples
below cover changes in phenology and seasonal breeding,
coping mechanisms in the face of severe storms, and a
combination of changing phenology and potentially catastrophic human-induced rapid environmental change.

Multiple brooding in an arctic songbird
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nest site availability (covered by snow early) but more by
access to appropriate food resources for raising young.
Gonadal development prior to onset of nesting is probably regulated by increasing day length in spring as it is in
many other mid- to high-latitude breeding species (e.g.,
Dawson et al. 2001). However, because the annual change
in daylength is invariable from year to year, any adjustments in onset of nesting must be triggered by non-photic
cues such as temperature (Wingfield and Kenagy 1991;
Wingfield et al. 1992; Wingfield and Farner 1993). Effects
of temperature on photoperiodically-induced gonadal
growth provide some support for this hypothesis because
higher ambient temperatures speed up photoperiodicallyinduced gonadal growth and may even trigger onset of
nesting in some species (see Wingfield and Kenagy 1991;
Wingfield et al. 1996, 1997, 2003; Dawson 2005: Silverin
et al. 2008). Moreover, lower temperatures slowed down
gonadal growth but also prolonged the period with mature
gonads and delayed termination of the breeding season, the
opposite of what we would have predicted. Curiously,
higher latitude breeding species appear to be more resistant
to effects of temperature on photoperiodically-induced
gonadal growth, also contra what we have observed in
Snow Buntings at Barrow (Wingfield et al. 1997, 2003;
Dawson 2005; Silverin et al. 2008). Clearly, much more
basic research is needed to understand how local predictive

cues associated with early spring (or late) and onset of
nesting regulate reproductive function. This is particularly
pertinent to effects of global climate change.

Fig. 4 The Snow Petrel, Pagodroma nivea, breeds alongside and
beneath boulders in loose colonies at the French Polar Institute station
at Dumont d’Urville, east Antarctica (a); snow storms driven by high
winds can occur at any time during the breeding season and may
virtually bury an incubating individual (b). These birds continue to

incubate eggs or brood chicks with no problem but in January 2010
temperatures increased to record highs. Precipitation turned to rain
and snow melted drenching incubating adults (c). Running water also
flushed eggs (and chicks) out of nests (d) resulting in nest failure. All
photographs by Wingfield

Effects of extreme weather on an Antarctic seabird
Seabirds breeding on or near the Antarctic continent frequently must endure extreme weather including low temperatures, high winds and snow (Moss and deLeiris 1988).
Most appear to cope with extreme weather unless ice
conditions are affected reducing access to food (e.g.,
Cockrem et al. 2006). The Snow Petrel, Pagodroma nivea
(Fig. 4a), lives year round in the pack ice often breeding in
colonies surrounded by ice fields. They are long-lived birds
with a very low fecundity (average adult life expectancy is
30 years and only one egg is laid per season, with no
replacement clutch in case of failure). Sexual maturity is
acquired on average at 10 years of age and birds breed
annually, although a significant proportion of birds skip
breeding each year (Chastel et al. 1993). Interestingly,
older birds do appear to be better at raising young
(Angelier et al. 2007; Berman et al. 2009) and this agespecific pattern can be related to a higher sensitivity to
stress in young birds than in old birds. Thus, young Snow
Petrels show an important increase in corticosterone levels
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in response to acute stress (tending to deter onset of
breeding or promote abandonment of a nest) and a large
decrease in prolactin levels (which tends to inhibit parental
care thus promoting abandonment of the nest; Angelier
et al. 2007, 2009; Goutte et al. 2010). These data suggest
that despite breeding in a severe environment, acute stress
has the potential to disrupt breeding in this species, especially in sensitive young individuals.
In general, high winds and snow per se may not constitute severe conditions for Snow Petrels (Fig. 4b) unless
food availability is also affected. In January 2010 at the
French Polar Institute in Dumont D’Urville (66°40’S,
140°01’E), east Antarctica, several days of high winds and
snow appeared to have a negligible effect on breeding
Snow Petrels (Fig. 4b). However, on the fourth day of the
storm, temperatures soared to record highs (7.7°C on 23
January) and snow turned to rain. Accumulated snow also
melted rapidly resulting in torrents of water passing
through nest sites and washing out eggs and newly hatched
young (F. Angelier and J.C. Wingfield, unpublished
observations; Fig. 4c, d). Curiously, it appears that warmer
temperatures and potentially destructive effects of flowing
water may be more of a problem than snow and ice for this
species (Chastel et al. 1993). So, while choosing nest sites
sheltered from snow or ice positively alters the petrel’s
selective environment, that same decision may create an
environment that is detrimental in a different context
(flooding). Although the link between the stress response
and age in Snow Petrels with the snow melt/rain effect on
breeding success remains to be clarified, we can hypothesize that (1) the stress response is probably linked to a
decision of parents to give up breeding, and (2) snow melt
and rainfall is an environmental event that cause breeding
failure. Clarification of these points will be essential to
interpret possible mechanisms by which organisms in
general cope with unprecedented global change.
Global climate change predicts that major swings in
intensity, frequency and duration of storms will increase in
the near future often accompanied by new record high and/
or low temperatures (Bolger et al. 2005). Climate change in
Antarctica will include not only increases in temperature
but also increased precipitation (Bracegirdle et al. 2008),
increasing the possibility that flowing water during the
breeding season may pose a major threat to reproductive
success of some Antarctic seabirds. It remains to be seen
whether birds such as the Snow Petrel, and other organisms, will be able to withstand new extremes of weather
outside their ancestral norms. Field work focusing facultatively on the responses of organisms to storms and other
perturbation events are essential before we can begin to
understand the mechanisms underlying coping with an
unpredictable environment, and how well a population may
be able to survive.
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Coping with multiple aspects of global change
in songbirds at the ‘‘third pole’’
The vast region of the Tibetan Plateau (Qinghai-Xizang
Plateau) of central Asia shows many similarities to the
Arctic and Antarctic—hence the term ‘‘third pole’’. High
altitude means low temperatures similar to those of the
Arctic and Antarctic, including permafrost in some locations (Zheng and Li 1999; Richardson et al. 2003). High
altitude at lower latitude also means longer nights during
the summer (meaning that frosts during summer are common) in addition to the added challenge of relatively low
partial pressure of oxygen and low humidity (Zheng and Li
1999). For these reasons, conditions at this third pole may
be potentially even more severe than in the Arctic and
Antarctic (e.g., Richardson et al. 2003).
The extensive high altitude plateau of the Tibet region is
particularly sensitive to global warming in combination
with other changes associated with human activity (Liu and
Chen 2000). With continued global warming, permafrost
will likely disappear or be greatly reduced on the Tibetan
Plateau within the next 200 years resulting in major
changes in erosion, etc. (Wang and French 2006; Li et al.
1996). The lower altitudinal limit of permafrost has risen
50–80 m in the south of the region and by 25 m in the
north over the last 20 years (Cheng and Wu 2007). Furthermore, the active layer (i.e., the layer that melts each
summer) has deepened to 0.5 m. Degradation of permafrost
can also lower water tables adding to changes precipitated
by global warming (Wu and Liu 2004; Cheng and Wu
2007). Meteorological stations on the Tibetan Plateau
during the period 1971–2000 showed that the main trends
of climate change are temperature rises and precipitation
increases. Additionally, there is a potential decrease of
evaporation and transpiration resulting in most areas
becoming more humid (Wu et al. 2005).
A very common mammal species on the grasslands of
the Tibetan Plateau is the Plateau Pika, Ochotona curzoniae (Fig. 5a). It digs extensive and interconnected burrows
that are used by several other vertebrates on the Plateau for
shelter at night and during severe weather, and for breeding
(such as nesting White-rumped, Onychostruthus taczanowskii, Fig. 5b, and Rufous-necked Snowfinches, Pyrgilauda ruficollis). In this regard, the Pika is a keystone
species promoting biodiversity on the plateau (Smith and
Foggin 1999). However, because the Pika can reach high
densities, especially during summer, it is often regarded by
humans as a pest and detrimental to grazing of domestic
animals such as yaks, sheep and horses. For this reasonm
Pika poisoning programs have been introduced in some
areas resulting in complete eradication of local populations. Absence of Pikas means that the burrow systems
disintegrate and species dependent upon them disappear.
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Fig. 5 The Plateau Pika, Ochotona curzoniae (a), excavates extensive burrow systems that provide shelter, nest sites, etc. for other
species. For example, White-rumped Snowfinches, Onychostruthus
taczanowskii, use Pika burrows as nest sites (b, three fledgling Whiterumped Snowfinches emerge from the nest burrow). Rufous-necked
Snowfinches, Pyrgilauda ruficollis, eating human foods (c); note also

the red plastic string (human trash) wrapped around the foot of the
bird at left front. Invasive species such as the Eurasian Tree Sparrow,
Passer montanus, may directly contact native species such as the
Rufous-necked Snowfinch (d). An ideal scenario for transmission of
exotic diseases brought in by the sparrow. Photographs by Wingfield
(a, b) and Gang Wang (c, d)

Furthermore, the grasslands revert to shrub, reducing foraging even more than when Pikas were present (Smith and
Foggin 1999). This type of human intervention in an ecosystem clearly has dramatic effects on many species,
although it is not the sole source of human environmental
modification having an impact on native birds. Bird species
richness and overall avian abundance were greater on sites
that had not been poisoned compared with poisoned sites.
Thus, Pikas were considered as a keystone species in
maintaining the sensitive alpine grassland ecosystem of the
Plateau (Lai and Smith 2003).
Development of the Tibetan Plateau has also increased
dramatically in the past 20 years with new settlements
appearing as roads and railways are built further into the
grasslands, and the population of existing settlements
expanding rapidly. This in itself represents human-induced
rapid change through development, but it also means
introduction of invasive species (Fig. 3d) that not only
compete for food and other resources but also transmit
exotic diseases. Close proximity of one common species,
the Eurasian Tree Sparrow, Passer montanus, that has
invaded new settlements, with Rufous-necked Snow Finches represents an ideal scenario for transmission of diseases (Fig. 3d). Curiously, the White-rumped Snowfinch

does not associate with invasive species and are extremely
aggressive among themselves and toward other songbird
species. Furthermore, they shun newly developed human
habitations, unlike the Rufous-necked Snowfinch. Thus,
two relatively closely related endemics of the Tibetan
Plateau may experience local environmental change very
differently.
Another consequence of human disturbance on the
plateau is the appearance of open garbage disposal sites at
new human developments. This in turn exposes some
local species to endocrine disrupters in garbage as well as
providing access to human foods and waste disposed in
open garbage piles. Rufous-necked Snowfinches readily
take to eating human-derived foods (Fig. 3c), especially in
winter, whereas White-rumped Snowfinches do not. Waste
disposal sites may provide an important food resource for
invasive and exploratory native species, encouraging
social interaction and group formation, as well as providing food caches that may be of benefit during
inclement weather. Another important consequence of this
observation stems from recent evidence suggesting that
additives to human foods can have complex epigenetic
effects on offspring that can be transmitted over several
generations. For example, an endocrine disrupter,
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bisphenol A, can interfere with DNA methylation patterns, and thus gene transcription, altering the phenotypes
of offspring in deleterious ways (Dolinoy et al. 2007).
However, food additives such as folic acid can ameliorate
DNA methylation effects of Bisphenol A (Dolinoy et al.
2007). On the other hand, folic acid may alter DNA
methylation patterns in human fetuses resulting in deleterious effects on growth and development (SteegersTheunissen et al. 2009). The implications of these
epigenetic effects from endocrine disrupters and from the
dietary additives organisms may be exposed to in discarded human foods are likely enormous and remain
essentially unknown.
The two species of Snowfinches we have studied on the
Tibetan Plateau (e.g., Richardson et al. 2003) represent an
ideal model system to assess the cumulative effects of
global climate change, human, disturbance, changed habitat and food sources and invasive species.
The adrenocortical responses to acute stress in Eurasian
Tree Sparrows are seasonally modulated in a manner
similar to Snowfinches (Li et al. 2008). Although this may
allow invasive species to adapt to the extreme environment, compared to Snowfinches, Eurasian Tree Sparrows
have the advantage of being more flexible as to nest
building sites and finding refuges during bad weather as
long as there are human activities. Eurasian Tree Sparrow
populations also maintain a longer and less synchronous
breeding period on the Tibetan Plateau than do the native
Snowfinches. More interestingly, invasion by Eurasian
Tree Sparrows may have different effects on White-rumped Snowfinches versus Rufous-necked Snowfinches.
During the breeding season, Eurasian Tree Sparrows are
always in small villages and cities, while both Snowfinches are outside villages most of time. During this
period, there is not much interaction between Eurasian
Tree Sparrows and snowfinches. However, in the winter,
some Rufous-necked and White-rumped Snowfinches are
still outside villages, while many Rufous-necked Snowfinches spend large portions of the day feeding in the
villages sharing the feeding sites with Eurasian Tree
Sparrows. As such, there may be potential competition
between Eurasian Tree Sparrows and Rufous-necked
Snowfinches for food resources in winter (Fig. 3). Global
environmental change (including change of human activity) may affect these birds differently. Invasive Eurasian
Tree Sparrows would seem to be more resistant to environmental change as long as they are in close contact with
human-modified environments. Rufous-necked Snowfinches are less resistant compared to Eurasian Tree
Sparrow because they are restricted by their nesting sites
and refuges during extreme weather, although they do
take advantage of human habitations (especially during
extreme weather in winter). But Rufous-necked
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Snowfinches are more resistant to the environmental
change and human disturbance compared to White-rumped Snowfinches, especially in winter because Whiterumped Snowfinches are found exclusively in rural areas
and do not seem to benefit directly from human-derived
food sources.
It is important to know which species might be affected
most by invasive species and human disturbance and which
may not, as well as which native species have the most
capability to adapt to human-induced environmental
modification. The flexibility and environmental dependence of species in such extreme habitats may in large part
be related to stress and aggressive response patterns and
reproductive requirements.

Conclusions
Organism–environment interaction represents a biological
phenomenon that integrates ultimate and proximate causation on a global scale. Furthermore, it includes all
organisms including plants and non-eukaryotes because all
organisms are being affected by human-induced rapid
environmental change. A mechanistic approach will be
critical to understand why some organisms can cope with
change and others cannot. New opportunities are developing to study organism–environment interaction.
Improved methods for gene profiling mean it is more
efficient and cheaper to sequence transcriptomes in tissues
from individuals in different habitats, social conditions, etc.
Emerging techniques in proteomics and biochemical
aspects (e.g., metabolome) allow additional perspectives on
organism–environment interaction downstream of gene
expression. Recent investigations on maternal effects (and
paternal) reveal highly significant effects on phenotypes of
offspring that can be passed on to other generations. Effects
of diet and endocrine disrupters on gene methylation patterns become pertinent here. There is also a great need for
mathematical models to provide a framework at the
mechanistic levels underlying organism–environment
interaction. Long-term studies are essential to assess global
change, and these datasets allow integration and unique
collaborations across disciplines. International collaborations will allow investigations of common species in
diverse habitats with inter-continental perspectives. This is
a time of considerable concern for biodiversity on Earth,
but it is also a turning point for integrative biology to
bridge rifts between biological disciplines such as organismal and cell and molecular biology that have grown even
wider over the past few decades. Organism–environment
interaction is a concept that has the potential to unify
biological concepts in a way unprecedented only a few
years ago.
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